Fenton Lakes Sportsman’s Club Outdoor Range Rules
The following outdoor range rules are to be adhered to by all users. This includes all Member’s & Guests, Police
Dept rentals, and special event uses unless otherwise approved by FLSC board.
1. All shooters must sign in when entering and leaving the outdoor range’s and
pay appropriate range use fee’s.
2. All NRA safety rules to be adhered to at all times.
A. Always keep the gun pointed in a safe direction
B. Always keep your finger off the trigger until you’re ready to shoot.
C. Always keep the gun unloaded until you’re ready to use it.
D. Always know your target and what is beyond it.
E. Be sure you firearm is safe to operate.
F. Use only correct ammo for your firearm.
G. Always wear eye and ear protection.
H. Never use alcohol or drugs before or while shooting.
I. Make sure to store firearms properly while not in use or unattended.
J. Be aware that many types of firearms and shooting activities require special safety considerations.

FLSC Outdoor Range Specific Rules
1. Targets and backers. Only paper or cardboard targets/backers are to be used on all outdoor ranges unless
otherwise approved by FLSC board. No use of cans, bottles, golf balls, metal of any type, or any other material
that could cause a projectile to leave the specified range area, AS TARGETS, unless approved for use by FLSC
board.
2. All targets must be set at the range specified target line. No targets shall be set closer to the shooter by any
means. It is ok to move forward to engage the target line on all outdoor ranges as long as it is done safely and all
shooters are shooting at the same distance.
3. Do not use the 25yd. barricades on the 50yd. range to attach targets to at anytime. If you’re going to use the
50yd. range and the 25yd. barricades are in place and in your line of fire, you must remove them and lay them in a
down position before shooting.
4. Wooden frames can be used to support targets and backers on all ranges. Please refrain from attaching
targets in a way that will destroy, or damage the permanent wooden frame work on any ranges.
5. No shooting from a prone, kneeling, or sitting position from any closer than 25yd. line on any range (Use
standing position only inside of 25yd.) unless approved by FLSC board.
6. Be aware of where you shots are going. If you are unsure of where a firearm’s point of impact is going to be,
start on a shorter range or use a shorter distance to zero.
7. No cross lane shooting, shoot while moving, SWAT type tactics, trick shooting etc. to be used unless first
approved by FLSC board.
8. No placing of targets on/further up, the berms. Targets will only be used at the specified height not over 6’ in
height. No shooting from the top or middle of other berms, ie. Do not use the back of the 50yd berm while
shooting on the 25yd range.
9. FLSC Range Officers have a duty to enforce all NRA safety rules and FLSC specific rules. All shooters must
obey rules and enforcement of rules by FLSC RO’s.
10. CCW on outdoor ranges is allowed and mirror’s the State of Michigan laws concerning CCW. It is important
to make sure that in the event you plan on using your CCW firearm on any of the outdoor ranges, that the
concealed firearm is removed from concealment in a safe manner. If there are other shooters on the range, you
must notify them first that you are going to remove your concealed firearm for use on the range and that you’ll be
doing so facing down range, on the firing line with all shooter behind the line.
11. Please clean up any trash that you bring out, try to leave the range cleaner that you found it.

